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ABSTRACT

Well-functioning data markets match sellers with buyers to allocate data effectively. Although most of today’s data markets fall short of this ideal, there is a renewed interest in online data marketplaces that may fulfill the promise of data markets. In this paper, we survey participants of some of the most common data marketplaces to understand the platforms’ upsides and downsides. We find that buyers and sellers spend the majority of their time and effort in price negotiations. Although the markets work as an effective storefront that lets buyers find useful data fast, the high transaction costs required to negotiate price and circumvent the information asymmetry that exists between buyers and sellers indicates that today’s marketplaces are still far from offering an effective solution to data trading. We draw on the results of the interviews to present potential opportunities for improvement and future research.

1. INTRODUCTION

In theory, data markets hold the promise of creating value in an increasingly data-driven economy by enabling transactions for sellers who own data that is useful to buyers. In practice, they do not always fulfill their potential. Some data markets are ubiquitous, with billions of participants trading data daily, such as the barter market formed by online services that offer search, social networks [5, 7] and other services to individuals in exchange for their data [1, 10]. Other markets are opaque, such as the data broker industry [19, 45, 46] that coordinates business-to-business data exchange, sometimes trading data about subjects who are not aware of the transaction. In barter and broker data markets, the market controller often reaps most of the benefits, sometimes at the expense of privacy of the involved subjects.

A promising direction to increase the value of data for more participants is online data marketplaces, which are seeing a renewed interest. These online platforms such as AWS Marketplaces [22] and Snowflake [51] provide sellers pricing options for their datasets, and provide buyers search functionality to identify useful datasets.

These marketplaces promise to allow data-hungry organizations to extract value from datasets offered for sale. In this paper, we study how these online data marketplaces work, and assess how closely they meet the objective of efficient allocation of valuable data. To do so, we conduct a series of structured interviews with market participants that shed light on their perspective on the upsides and downsides of today’s marketplaces. We analyze the data we gathered after surveying around 70 participants and conclude with a series of challenges, including in data management, that we believe must be tackled for these markets to fulfill their promise.

We conclude that modern online data marketplaces are still far from reaching their potential. They act as a storefront, where sellers can list their offerings and buyers have a central place to identify interesting data. As a storefront, marketplaces reduce the search cost for buyers, and help them quickly identify valuable datasets.

But they fall short on the promise of distributing the value of data widely and efficiently, as transaction costs remain high. This is mainly because every transaction requires a one-on-one negotiation: buyers want to make sure the data they are buying is useful and sellers want to avoid releasing the data before obtaining a payment. Today’s marketplaces do not incorporate any feature to assist with resolving this information asymmetry, which is fundamental to trading data [21]. Furthermore, current marketplaces lack support to help sellers document and publish datasets and identify competitive prices.

Our work revisits the results presented in [50, 44] a decade ago. We share with that previous work the intention of understanding the data marketplace landscape. But we focus on the barriers found by market participants and conduct our work using data marketplaces that did not exist a decade ago. In fact, the marketplaces analyzed in [50, 44] have now largely disappeared. In addition, our work complements a recent survey [23] that presents an in-depth study of the kinds of organizations that trade data based on a thorough online data collection effort. Complementary to this work, we interview and survey those entities, face-to-face, to un-
understand the barriers in trading data. Then, we use this information to propose directions for improvement. To recruit participants, we took advantage of the relatively recent introduction of the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [3], which requires any data broker to list their name and company information online [46].

In Section 2, we overview different data markets and explain how data is traded in data marketplaces in Section 3. We then present the user study in Section 4, a list of improvement opportunities for marketplaces in Section 5 and the conclusion in Section 6.

2. LANDSCAPE OF DATA MARKETS

Definition. In its simplest form, a data market consists of sellers who have data, buyers who want data, and sometimes an intermediary that coordinates transactions between sellers and buyers. Data may be exchanged directly, by sharing raw datasets, or indirectly, by services provided on top of data, such as queries [25, 24, 40, 42], machine learning and statistical inferences [20, 34, 39]. For a classification of data markets, we refer the reader to [41, 49] where the authors present a taxonomy.

2.1 Market Types

The B2B data broker industry. We refer to data brokers as organizations that collect, generate, or pool data from diverse sources and resell it to interested buyers. Examples include Acxiom [19], Nielsen [45], and others, such as those listed in California’s Data Broker registry [46]. In general, data brokers sell data via a sharing agreement that determines what the buyer receives. Although brokers can sell any kind of data, some recognizable businesses dominate sales. For example, customer segmentation data permits companies to classify customers in different groups and is hence used for marketing purposes. Another example is financial data, as sold by Bloomberg [2] and Morningstar [8] to traders and other interested parties. Data brokers are private businesses and data transactions are typically opaque, making it difficult to derive much insight about brokers’ pricing strategies.

Data bartering – Social networks and Individual’s Data. Individuals trade their personal data in exchange for services such as email [6], social networks [5, 7], entertainment [10], online shopping [1], and more. We mention these data markets because the exchanged good is data, and companies make profit from access to that data via different revenue streams. For example, they sell advertisements, and offer users content recommendations that increase the time individuals spend in the platforms, subsequently increasing revenue raised from advertisements. Although for a long time, these services were wrongly considered “free”, there is today a larger recognition of the market characteristics of these platforms, and even some movements towards compensating individuals more fairly for their contribution, such as data unions [13, 16, 18, 17], trusts [12, 15, 14], and the data dividend [4].

Black Markets for Data. Personal data such as passwords, and other authentication information, is often sold in the dark web. Although we do not focus on these black markets, it is important to recognize their existence. A prior qualitative analysis explained how data thieves maximize the number of fresh data copies sold by strategically reducing prices on data [38].

2.2 Data Markets in the Literature

In this section, we present work in economics and data management that engage with data’s main characteristics: infinite replicability at low cost.

Digital Goods Markets. Goldberg et al. [37, 36, 35] studied truthful auction based mechanisms for revenue-maximization in the case of digital goods, which are infinitely replicable at zero cost. These studies observe that buyers’ utilities are the only factor in maximizing revenue under infinite replicability. [37, 36] devised truthful competitive single and multiple-price auctions equivalent to setting the optimal fixed price on each item. [35] proved a tradeoff between truthfulness, revenue, and envy-freeness, and advocated randomized auctions as a mechanism to elicit almost-truthful bids from buyers while still ensuring revenue maximization.

Data Markets for Machine Learning (ML). The increased importance of ML techniques in the real-world has motivated development of ML-specific data markets. These works [20, 34, 39] consider the dataset exchange problem where the buyer’s utility is the accuracy of the trained ML model. These studies assume sellers are cooperating and focus on fair revenue allocation via efficient computation of Shapley value. [20, 31] focus on disincentivizing strategic behavior based on infinite replicability. [20] combats the strategy of replicating the same feature to maximize revenue by proposing a version of the Shapley value that is robust to replication. [31] provides a mechanism to update prices temporally to combat the strategy of underbidding on the same data over time to purchase it at a reduced price.

Data Markets in Data Management. There has been a lot of work in the data management community [25, 24, 40, 42] to develop quoted price data markets that are designed for selling views of relational databases in a way that ensures no arbitrage. Many recent proposals have studied data discovery and integration tasks [33], and pricing [30, 27, 43] for ML-related tasks.
bines the Shapley value, arbitrage-free pricing, and differential privacy into a revenue-maximizing end-to-end marketplace for ML models. [30] propose completed federated Shapley value, an extension of Shapley value that allows two data owners with the same local data to receive the same valuation. A broader survey of analytical techniques for data pricing can be found in [48].

2.3 Online Data Marketplace Platforms

In its most basic form, data marketplaces offer an online list of datasets for sale and search functionality. Sellers contribute datasets and buyers can find them and purchase them. Datasets are often traded by money, but sometimes datasets are offered for free and the marketplace acts as a discovery platform. When sold for money, the pricing strategy varies from subscription-based pricing for cases where data freshness matters, to one-time transactions for a fixed price.

Datasets in these platforms rarely contain raw data about individuals, but commonly include aggregates ranging from socio-economic factors, to demographics and more [23]. Finally, most datasets are not sold exclusively in these platforms, and can instead be purchased directly by the sellers, that include many data vendors such as the data brokers we mentioned above. The most popular data marketplaces that enable easy access to datasets include Snowflake Data Marketplace [51], Narrative’s Data Streaming Platform [9], Streamr Marketplace [11], AWS Data Exchange [22], and Dawex Global Data Marketplace [28]. Each of these platforms are popular among individuals from different industry sectors. Table 1 presents a summary of the different kinds of datasets traded in these marketplaces. Dawex and Narrative do not show complete lists of datasets, so we use the number of datasets displayed for a buyer account.

For our study we focus on two platforms, AWS, and Snowflake. These two offer the most transparency and that permits us to reach out to sellers and buyers to conduct structured interviews.

3. DATA TRANSACTION LIFECYCLE

In this section, we present the lifecycle of a data transaction from a sellers’ and buyers’ perspective. We construct the lifecycle (see Fig. 1) based on the studied platforms (i.e., AWS Marketplace and Snowflake) and informed by the interviews.

3.1 The Seller Pipeline

**Identify Data To Be Sold.** Sellers list datasets for sale that they believe will have a demand. Indeed, their competitive advantage is often that they possess market knowledge. When listing datasets, sellers must take into consideration potential legal constraints. For example, California and Vermont have increased restrictions on data trading through their data broker laws, which define the term “data broker” and require that data brokers register with the state, and disclose any security breaches [46, 47]. These laws apply to sellers of consumer data.

**Prepare data.** Before publishing the datasets, sellers generally perform data cleaning and processing to prepare it for potential consumers. Although preparing data without a concrete objective or a customer is hard, certain transformations such as removing personally identifiable information, removing duplicate values and encoding categorical attributes are often useful, e.g., M/F to Male/Female, or 0/1 to non-existent/existent values.

**Documentation and Schema.** Including metadata that describes the dataset is a key component of the seller’s pipeline. According to the Arrows’ information paradox [21], buyers do not buy datasets that they do not know help them, while sellers do not release data without a payment. This is one of the main challenges that hinders frictionless transactions among different entities. Including metadata that explains the dataset and how to use it is a way of signaling the value of the dataset to potential buyers. Most marketplaces require certain fields to be documented and allow sellers to include additional details that maybe helpful for buyers.

**Assign price and license.** Sellers must choose a license for the published data. Most marketplaces offer a predefined list, and permit sellers to include bespoke licenses when necessary. Finally, sellers must choose a price for the dataset based on their understanding of its value and popularity. However, current marketplaces do not provide tools to help sellers price datasets, e.g., demand in the form of customer search logs indicating intent.

3.2 The Buyer Pipeline

**Identify the need for external data sources.** Buyers participate in markets when they have a data need they cannot satisfy with the data they already own. The degree to which buyers can explain their data need differs among use cases. In some cases it may be very spe-
4. STUDYING DATA MARKETS

In this section, we present results of a survey of 30 sellers and 40 buyers, and interviews of 7 sellers and 16 buyers who actively participate in marketplaces (AWS and Snowflake). We requested interviews with all survey participants, some of whom are included in our interviews. We seek to understand whether current marketplaces fulfill their promise to distribute the value of data to wider audiences, and the challenges they face.

### 4.1 Study Methodology

We collected data from sellers and buyers via a survey and structured interviews. The interviews let us follow-up with participants and complement the information we collected in the survey.

**Recruiting participants.** We obtained consent from all participants and did not collect any personal information. To recruit sellers we obtained their publicly offered contact information from vendor websites in online marketplaces and from the list of brokers registered in California according to CCPA [46]. Recruiting buyers was difficult because marketplaces do not offer transaction information so we did not have a direct way of knowing who is buying data. We again relied on the CCPA broker registry and a spreadsheet provided as part of previous work [29] to find potential buyers, meaning the buyers are brokers. Both buyers and sellers come from a wide range of industries such as automotive, finance, etc. We had a low response rate, partially due to previous studies portraying brokers in a negative light [26].

### 4.2 Study Results

We present the results by presenting quantiles where the first or second quantile indicated either (i) agreement on the likert scale (3 or higher) (ii) 20% or more, depending on the question format.

#### 4.2.1 Buyer Results

**BQ1: For what purpose do you buy data?** Participants were given the following list of categories to choose from: customer acquisition, efficiency of operations, employee satisfaction, reducing unnecessary expenses, resale, etc. More than 50% indicated that they purchased data mostly for customer acquisition, and around 25% indicated resale as the reason for the purchase. These results highlight the strong presence of brokers in data marketplaces, and hence, their presence in our sample.

**BQ2: How do you decide if a price is worth it? How do you value a dataset?** We provided buyers with the following characteristics of data and asked about their importance on a likert scale from 1-5 to help with understanding value. i) **metadata characteristics**: high-level dataset statistics included in the listing like titles, descriptions, data samples, identifiable vendor, open license, subscription plan, usage examples; ii) **hidden characteristics**: characteristics that only become apparent after negotiation rounds with sellers (such as quality e.g.
number of missing values, price, size, update frequency, geographical source, rareness).

More than 75% of buyers indicated that data title and usage description are helpful (5 on the likert scale). More than 75% of buyers indicated that they purchase datasets only when a seller is marked as an ‘identifiable vendor’ ($\geq 4$ on likert scale). Choosing an identifiable vendor helps reduce scams. This highlights the importance of vendor reputation and personal relationships in marketplaces. Suggested usage of a dataset was not considered an important characteristic to estimate its value.

Regarding dataset characteristics, buyers pay most attention to the price ($> 75$% participants rated it to be the most important characteristic), followed by data quality (around 50% of the participants rated it 4 or above), of which they mostly refer to the existence of missing values. They do not weight as much other characteristics such as dataset size, update frequency, and geographical source of data.

**BQ3: How much work do you do on the dataset after acquiring it?**

Participants were provided a list of actions and asked to provide the percentage of time spent in the following aspects of a transaction: negotiating license, receiving files, familiarizing themselves with data, capitalizing on insights, sending the data to others, etc. More than 75% of the participants indicated that they spend the most of their time familiarizing themselves with the data, once it is acquired.

**BQ4: What’s the value of data marketplaces for buyers? What do they lack?**

Participants were provided a list of actions and asked to provide the percentage of time spent in negotiations with the sellers, followed by figuring out license negotiations and data transfers. They indicated the main value of marketplaces is in obtaining access to a centralized list of datasets. We asked survey participants which data marketplace features among keyword search, vendor filter, industry filter, file type filter, descriptions, contact information and metadata they consider necessary. More than 75% of participants find metadata most valuable, followed by concrete contact information and search filters. The latter emphasizes the expectation that a one-on-one negotiation will be necessary before a transaction takes place.

### 4.2.2 Seller Results

**SQ2: How much effort goes into sharing a dataset for sale? Preparing, removing PII, etc.**

Participants were provided a list of actions and asked to provide the percentage of time spent. More than 75% of participants indicated they generally spend the maximum amount of time on data preparation tasks like formatting, filling missing values, layout changes (e.g., splitting a column into two). Sellers spent less time on documentation because they do not know what documentation is useful for buyers (learned from interviews).

**SQ3: How do you choose a price for the dataset?**

Participants were provided various criteria for pricing datasets to choose from: collection date, size, quality, market demand, documentation, likelihood of similarity to other datasets on the market, prices of other data sold before, resources spent for collection. Most participants indicated that “demand” is the primary criteria that drives prices. Data brokers are in the marketplace because they have already identified an opportunity to sell data. Other factors that influence prices include data collection costs, data errors, and dataset uniqueness.

**SQ4: What is the most time-consuming, costly part of the process of selling data?**

Participants were provided a list of actions and asked to provide the percentage of time spent: negotiating price, negotiating license, finalizing sale, transferring data, technical issues, other. More than 50% of participants mentioned they spend at least a quarter of the effort negotiating a price for the transaction, even though there was high variance among respondents. Better known datasets sold regularly require less negotiation, while newer datasets take longer. Sellers mentioned that price is one of the main reasons why transactions fall apart.

**SQ5: What’s the value of marketplaces for sellers?**

Participants were provided options such as: choosing among open and configurable licenses, choosing between pricing options, assistance in determining how much data is worth, sensitive data identification, publishing data easily. Publishing data received one of the highest scores–27 of 30 participants rated it 4 or 5 out of 5, reflecting that sellers leverage marketplaces for publicity and to gain exposure. However, more than 75% of participants indicated that having some assistance to select a price for their data would be helpful. We did not hear any proposal to achieve that, and it remains one of the most difficult aspects of a transaction.

### 4.2.3 Result Synthesis

Today’s online data marketplaces act as a storefront where sellers have an opportunity to list datasets and buyers a central place to search for opportunities. The main value of these marketplaces is in reducing search
costs. The transaction cost is high, as both buyers and sellers emphasize they must negotiate sales one-on-one, and that this process remains mostly manual (BQ2, BQ4, SQ4). Buyers find metadata describing the datasets and contact information most useful, while sellers would benefit from strategies to price their datasets (BQ2–BQ4, SQ2). Their current strategy takes into consideration demand, as sellers consist mostly of organizations that have already identified an opportunity to trade data (SQ3). Additionally, devising tools to identify useful metadata to document and publish datasets (SQ2) and strategize pricing based on its demand and popularity (SQ4) would help sellers.

5. NEXT STEPS FOR DATA MARKETS

One of the key requirements of a well-functioning data market is that buyers and sellers engage in frictionless transactions. This permits the spread of the value of data to wider audiences effectively and efficiently. One mechanism to ensure this is with low transaction costs, which is possible if the markets are thick [49], meaning there are many transactions and consequently search costs are low. Increased transactions mean that more people benefit from the available datasets. It also simplifies the pricing aspect of data, as prices tend to settle to clear the market, i.e., to supply the existing demand. As we found in BQ2, BQ4, and SQ4, one-on-one negotiation of each sale is the main bottleneck to allow smooth transactions. In fact, negotiations take more effort than other tasks (BQ2, SQ4). Below are some measures markets could take to improve transactions and to converge towards better (frictionless) data markets.

Reducing search effort for buyers. Current systems require buyers to discuss their needs with sellers to understand the value of available data, which is time consuming (BQ2–BQ4). If buyers instead find it effortless to find relevant data, they will have more incentive to search for that data in the market. This requires datasets to be accompanied with metadata and development of sophisticated tools to allow buyers to estimate usefulness of datasets without the overhead of an interaction.

Reduce publishing cost for sellers. Current data markets do not offer sellers much help to document and price datasets (SQ2–SQ4). Designing tools to reduce the effort needed to populate metadata and publish valuable data would reduce friction. If sellers find they profit from sharing datasets, they will be incentivized to share.

Below, we provide our perspective on opportunities to exploit existing technological advances, create new innovative solutions to data management problems, and engineer better data markets.

Data as a service. A fundamental challenge of data markets is that buyers do not pay without knowing the value they get from a dataset, and sellers will not release the dataset before receiving a payment. This is because, unlike with rival goods (that cannot be freely replicated), once buyers see the data, they can copy it and lose any incentive to pay sellers. Although legal mechanisms could be put in place, these are precisely the kinds of manual mechanisms that motivate the one-on-one negotiations precluding frictionless transactions. Instead, we argue that data’s value is often instrumental: data is valuable as a means to an end, e.g., valuable to complete the buyer’s task. This suggests a path towards addressing this issue: offer data as a service, by requesting the service from buyers and automatically finding datasets that satisfy the task. Buyers can price how valuable they find the task solution, and the market can match supply and demand. We are working on a new platform that would support these data-blind interfaces, as explained in previous work [33, 32]. We believe these mechanisms are a way of achieving low transaction cost that would incentivize buyers to participate, hence increasing market thickness.

Curation tools. One component of publishing cost is ensuring privacy: a seller will only share their dataset for sale if the advantages of selling the dataset outweigh the risk of leaking sensitive and private information. Services to prepare datasets that protect sellers by helping manage privacy constraints as well as populating metadata will enrich markets, increase seller trust and incentivize more sellers to share their data.

Market Robustness. We end with a note on robustness [49] of markets to strategic attacks from adversarial self-interested individuals. Recent studies reveal attacks that could affect the normal course of transactions [20, 31] and theoretical mechanisms for a robust market design. A non-robust market will quickly disincentivize honest participants, reducing transactions and breaking the market. Therefore, robustness is crucial in designing marketplaces, assuring sellers that they received the best price, and buyers that they did not overpay.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the most popular data marketplace platforms. We analyzed the data sold in the platforms, and then interviewed both buyers and sellers to understand their experience. We gained insight into both the lifecycle of data trading, which we presented here, and the major roadblocks to frictionless data trading. We presented the results of the interviews conducted and then connected them to what we believe are the major challenges to allowing the effective spread of data value in data marketplaces. We offered a few avenues of future research.
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